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BALANCING S TUDENT BU DGETS

States, colleges work to cut textbook costs
Pauline Vu
MCT

AASU Textbook Angst

College students across the country are experiencing sticker shock at their bookstores. At the University of
Maryland, a new "Understanding Business" book sells for $139. At the University of North Carolina, Tar Heels
could shell out $153.35 f°r "Principles of Economics." At the University of Wisconsin, "Chemistry and Chemical
Reactivity" goes for $109.90 - used.
But relief may be on the way as states and university officials move to lower the cost of college textbooks by
taking aim at some publisher and faculty practices blamed for raising prices.
This year - when students at four-year public universities spent an average of $942 on books and supplies,
the College Board reported - there were 86 bills in 27 states that dealt with textbook affordability, according
to the National Association of College Stores (NACS).
Some of the bills proposed direct relief through sales-tax exemptions or credits and deductions, but the seven states
that enacted laws -Arkansas, Maryland, Minnesota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Tennessee and Washington -largely targeted
the behavior of publishers and college faculty. They follow the lead of Connecticut arid Virginia, which in the last two
years passed bills to cut textbook costs.
State and university officials have stepped up their efforts since a 2005 report by Congress' Government Account
ability Office found that from 1986 to 2004, college textbook prices increased 186 percent, more than twice the rate of
inflation. But over the same period, tuition rose 240 percent, and publishers and college bookstores say tuition increas
es are fueling the anger at textbook prices.

Deborah Liggins
Staff Writer
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Illustration by Gabi Hague

Take a seat, students: This is 'Debit
Card Usage 101'
Susan Tompor
Detroit Free Press
(MCT)

The price of textbook
prices has increased over
the years, causing stu
dents to seek financial
alternative solutions. AASU
student and Savannah na
tive, Brandon Braziel sug
gests that students should
stop buying books from
the bookstore.
"Buy books from other
students," Braziel, the en
gineer major said.
Carlita Carter, who
works in t he bookstore,
said that one of the rea
sons the books may be
higher is because of the
cost of shipping and han
dling. The bookstore also
places a markup of 27
percent on the wholesale
cost.
With the current "Buy
Books" program at the end
of each semester - if the
books are in g ood shape Carter said students could
get 50 percent of their
money back.

Joseph Rizk, 20, figures it was one trip to Taco Bell that esnt his checking account over the edge.
When he was a senior at Wayne State University, Rizk pulled out his Chase debit card to get some fast food. He spent
about $5 more than he had in his che'ckingaccount. He didn't spot the trouble early enough and ultimately got hit with
about $350 in banking fees.
"I overdrew, and they pretty much pummeled me with charges," said Rizk, who graduated this summer with a bachelor's
degree in biological sciences.
This is one story that's smart to share with anyone who is heading off to college. The debit card—no matter how cute all
those commercials might be—isn't necessarily your best friend. And at a time when many parents are struggling to cover
higher tuition bills, the last thing a college student needs to do is trigger hundreds of dollars in senseless overdraft fees, too.
The fees add up quickly at $25 to $35 a pop. Overdraft charges are costing people about $17.5 billion each year, according to
estimates by the Center for Responsible Lending, a consumer group that analyzed data on overdrafts.
DEBIT CARD | Page 2

Minority Sororities and
Cyber Security
Research Institute Fraternities strive to keep active
Revisions to Greek policies on campus worry a few
Opens Doors
sororities and fraternities

AASU provides tour and demonstrations of elite
training simulation, research and security facility
J.R. Flynn
Staff Writer
Michael Martin
News Editor

"One'of the frontlines of
the cyber security struggle is
now located in Savannah, on
the campus of Armstrong At
lantic State University," Ran
dy Grub, director of AASU s
Cyber Security and Research
Institute (CSRI), said in a
university press release.
"The institute will allow us
to look at the vulnerabilities
and threats from a corporate

security viewpoint as well as
from the viewof how criminal
and terrorist organizations
utilize these vulnerabilities
to plan, fund and communi
cate their crimes."
Congressman Jack Kings
ton, University President
Tom Jones and members
of both Bridgeborn and the
Washington Group Inter
national joined Grub in celCYBER | Page 2

Greek life has been a sig
nature experience for college
students for many years, on
many campuses, and this
semester the AASU Office
of Student Activities has is
sued a number of caveats for
sororities and fraternities to
remain active; caveats that
some question and others
defend.
One new qualification
specifies that a minimum of
eight members are needed

4

for a group to maintain ac
tive recognition. While this
may not affect established
sororities and fraternities, it
does affect incoming minor
ity groups and has triggered
concern among some Greek
leadership, including Abigail
Jackman, president of Delta
Sigma Theta.
"Robin assured us it
would only affect incoming
sororities," said Jackman,
a day after meeting with
the office of Student Activi
ties. "We're still concerned.
It's a small change but if we
were affected, and our num

bers were to drop as they
usually do when students
graduate or transfer, we
would lose our active status."
The "Robin" Jackman re
fers to is Robin Jones, as
sistant director of student
activities, who—on a daily
basis—assists, develops and
promotes student activities
on campus. Jones stated that
she has been working closely
with Greek groups to write

GREEK | Page 2

Campus
Briefs
AASU Ho sts Latino
Heritage Week
September 24-28
The Hispanic Outreach &
Leadership (HOLA) progr am
will ce lebrate Spanish and Latin
American culture during Latino
Heritage Week. All e vents take
place at AASU. For More Info
about Latino Heritage Week,
contact Melody Rodriguez
at 921-7337 or melody.
rodriguez@armstrong.edu

Faculty Lecture
2007-2008 Robert I. Strozier
continues AASU Faculty Lecture
Series with "Middle School
Teachers Share Suggestions
for Improving Preparation of
Novice Teachers," on Friday,
Sept. 21. The lecture begins at
s12:10 p.m. in Un iversity Hall
156.

The
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a first-class policy, working
with the intention of making
everybody happy"The truth is we need to
agree on a number and need
criteria, because we can t
have everybody and their
brother and sister making
up a group," said Jones, re
viewing the plan in her of
fice and responding to the
criticism. "The criteria don't
only have to be a number
though, but group contribu
tions. Rest assured, we don't
want to get rid of anybody."
The changes in policy are
ule I Drug, calling it "Brett's a work in progress and are
subject to change depending
Law."
"If kids think they can fly on student outcry or, simply,
and start jumping out win further review, Jones said.
dows, that's a public safety However, she admitted that
concern to me," said Peter the way the policy is worded
son.
could affect established so
Indeed, public reactions to
rorities like Jackman's. But,
salvia use have also brought
she said, the school will still
about the criminalization of
the drug in Missouri, Louisi try to act in their best inter
ana, Oklahoma and Tennes ests.
Mykell Fann of Phi Beta
see—while it is merely regu
Sigma,
another minority
lated in Maine and prohib
Greek
organization,
is also
ited from use by minors.
concerned
for
the
same
rea
Even here in Georgia,
State Senator John Bulloch sons Jackman stated above,
(R-Ochlocknee) learned of but for other reasons as well.
salvia divinorum through a
"This only affects minor
television news segment in ity groups. The National
Atlanta. He drafted a bill to Pan-Hellenic Council is a
outlaw the drug soon after. It historically black organiza
was aired in a Senate Health tion which extends back to
and Human Services Com the Civil Rights Era," said
mittee hearing, as reported an apprehensive Fann, "And
by the Savannah Morning
these changes would more
News.
or
less kick it off of campus."
"I just know about the
Jones
is adamant though that
publicity of th e dangers of it
nothing
is final and anybody
and the use of it, so my first
impression is to ban anything with problems should voice
of t hat nature," said Senator their concerns to Student Ac
Don Thomas, chairman of tivities. These changes, she
argued, are for growth, not
the committee.
The State Senate passed separation, and—again—not
the bill with a vote of 53-0. final (although in effect in
The bill is now in commit their current states).
tee at the Georgia House of
Additionally—according
Representatives, and may be to the new policy— to main
voted on as early as the 2008 tain active status, students
session.
are required to keep good
academic standing, sign an
anti-hazing statement, regis
ter events and strictly adhere
to the AASU code of conduct.
The policy is online under
"Greek Community Stan
dards" at Armstrong's Stu
dent Activities website.
To contact the Office of
Student
Activities, either
^ G)
write to students@mail.armstrong.edu or call (912) 927530o

SEPT. 21 Middle School Teachers Share Suggestions for Improving Preparation of Novice Teachers at
noon in University Hall'156; CUB m eeting at noon in t he University Dining Room; Delta Week on the
Compass Point lawn
SEPT. 23 NAMI Sa vannah Seminar at 2 p.m. in S ports Center 226,
SEPT. 24 Chef Juan Manuel Rodriguez prepares paella at 11:45 a.m. at Shearouse Plaza; Student
Government Association Meeting at noon in Science Center 1405; Wesley Fellowship Luncheon at
noon in University Hall 1 57'
SEPT. 25 Fellowship of Christian Athletes at 9 p.m. in S ports Center 223
SEPT. 26 Hudson Mathematics and Computer Colloquium at University Hall 1 58; Fiesta Day at noon at
Shearouse Plaza; Engineering Society Meeting at noon in S cience Center 2506

Popular legal hallucinogenic plant concerns state legislators
Brian Anderson
Staff Writer

Salvia Divinorum, literally
"diviner's sage," is a peren
nial herb that contains one of
the most powerful naturally
occurring psychoactive drugs
available, which the DEA re
gards as "similar to ... other
scheduled
hallucinogenic
substances, including LSD,
DMT, psilocybin, and ketamine."
Though it meets or ex
ceeds the potency of other
controlled substances, salvia
is entirely legal to possess,
cultivate and consume in just
about every state—including
Georgia.
"The concern is for the
extreme potency of its ef-
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fects, as it is one of the most
powerful psychoactive plants
known and is both physically
and mentally debilitating.
The long term effects of its
use are not currently known,"
said Deanne Bergen, Georgia
Public Health Department
Prevention Specialist.
Salvia Divinorum is native
to the Sierra Mazateca re
gion of Oa xaca, Mexico. The
Mazatec people ingest the
leaves of the plant in tradi
tional healing rituals in order
to induce spiritual visions.
R. Gordon Wasson, during
a research expedition with
Albert Hoffman in 1962, wit
nessed the use of s alvia and
Family photo
soon brought plant cuttings
back to the United States for Brett Chidester rides a zip-line on a trip to Costa Rica in 2005.
examination.
Brett's family attributes his suicide in J anuary to smoking salvia.
It wasn't until the adventof
the internet in 1990's that the
In 2006, CNNanchor Kyra
use of salvia as a recreational ify as a "scheduled drug," as
Phillips
segued into a report
defined
by
the
United
States
drug increased in popularity.
on
salvia
saying that, "it's as
Controlled
Substance
Act
of
Even now, it has been fodder
easy
to
buy
as a pack of gum,
1970.
The
Federal
Analog
for internet communities,
but
it
may
pack the danger
Act,
a
subsection
of
the
prior,
such as Google Video and
of
a
loaded
gun.
It's salvia: a
requires
that
Youtube, where
rmind-altering
herb."
a
drug
must
users post clips
The segment covered the
"chemically
of themselves Indeed, public
suicide
of Brett Chidester,
similar"
to
an
openly under reactions to sal
already
listed
a
17-year-old
living in Dela
the influence of
c
o
n
t
r
o
l
l
e
d
ware.
The
report
implied that
via use have also
the drug.
substance
to
salvia
was
one
of
the major
"Recreation brought about
causes
of
the
suicide,
despite
be
considered
al experimen
illegal.
the
fact
that
the
medical
ex
tation is un the criminaliza
aminer
found
no
traces
of
the
Since
the
wise since we tion of the drug
drug
in
his
bloodstream.
plant's
active
are not certain
ingredient,
Though it was mentioned
how it inter in Missouri, Loui
Salvinorin
A,
that
Chidester agreed to stop
siana,
Oklahoma
acts with the
using
salvia months before
is
uniquely
brain and ex and Tennesseevaried
in
its
his
suicide,
nothing was
periences with
c
h
e
m
i
c
a
l
said
of
his
depression
while
it
is
merely
its use have for
and
general
antistructure,
it
the most part regulated in
social
behavior
'"•3£
can
not
be
en
been negative,"
or of his alcohol
*
joined
by
the
Maine
and
prohib
said
Deanne
abuse.
He
was
only
C
o
n
t
r
o
l
l
e
d
Bergen. "Salvia ited from use by
S u b s t a n c e referred to only as a
Divinorum is
minors.
Act or subse- "straight 'A' student"
not illegal yet
quently pros that "experimented
in the U.S., but
ecuted by the with a drug ... called
it has already
salvia divinorum."
DEA.
been banned
In response to this
However,
increasedawarein other countries and has
isolated incident, Dela
ness
of
salvia
use
among
been listed on the DEA* list of
teenagers, through mostly ware State Senator Kar
'drugs of concern.'"
sensationalized
media cover en Peterson immediately
Though the effects of Sa l
age,
may
soon
prove
to be the sponsored an act to clas
via may induce intense hal
sify salvia as an illegal Sched
plant's
undoing.
lucinations, it does not qual-
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ebrating the new CSRI cente
and opened the building t
the public on Sept. 10.
denied debit card purchases groups, are not explained well senior federal counsel for the
DEBIT CARDS | From Page 1
Inside the facility, the a1
at the checkout lane if you did and turn out to be expensive. American Bankers Associa tendees were able to observ
In many cases, consumers tion in Washington.
not have enough money in
Rizk was upset that a teller cutting edge security metli
would pay less in fees if they
Banks have made it easier your checking account.
never
warned him the money ods and technology that ca:
for consumers to overdraw
"The fact that you can over went to the bank and set up a
he
was
depositing wouldgo to culates the possible effects c
system
to
link
the
checking
ac
1 their accounts and rack up big draft with a debit card is rela
a natural disaster or terroris
fees.Young consumers who tively new," said Halperin,who count to a savings account, a ward covering overdraft fees.
So after he deposited one act.
prefer paying with plastic, in favors legislation that would line of credit or a credit card to
check, he thought he had
stead of paper, are vulnerable. require banks to, among other cover an overdraft.
"What Cyber Securit
more money to spend. He kept means to the national s«
For
young
consumers,
the
About 45 percent of over things, disclose the annual in
drafts are attributed to using terest rate on what consumer rules can be particularlytricky. spending, triggering more curity picture is significar
a debit card or taking out cash groups call overdraft loans to Some think they're in the clear fees. That's how a $5 purchase when you consider theft, e:
from the ATM, according to consumers. (Banks call the because they've just checked started a chain of fees.
He begged for mercy at the pionage, recruitment of tei
their balances with tellers or
the center.
charges overdraft fees.)
bank, got some but still ended rorists and communicatio
Pulling out a debit card to
In the last few years, banks online.
between terrorists throug
But that account balance up paying $150 in fees.
buy fast food has turned into a and credit unions began allow
Now
he
buys
fast
food
with
often
does
not
reflect
how
the Internet and other tecl
financial tripwire.
ing more debit card purchases
nologies," Kingston said.
"In the past you couldn't to go through at checkouts as much money there is available cash.
While many consumers
overdraft at McDonald's, now a convenience to consumers, to spend.
Members of t he press an
"We don't have real-time would never dream of writing other spectators watche
you can," said Eric Halperin, even if there is not enough
director of the Center for Re money in the checking ac transactions. There will al checks for $2 or $3, the debit real-time simulations of di
sponsible Lending's Washing count. Most customers are ways be outstanding transac card makes it easy, and many ferent types of terrorist a
ton office.
routinely enrolled in so-called tions that the consumer has young people seeit as a conve tacks through a program d<
Three years ago, Halperin bounce-protection programs authorized but have not hit nience.
signed to train first responc
noted, most banks routinely that, according to consumer the bank," said Nessa Feddis,
ers.
setts branch of the national cost and not on the material's
TEXTBOOKS |From Page 1
Public Interest Research effectiveness.
"Is it better to give (stu
Group, reported that half of
"The textbook thing is 287 surveyed professors said dents) the lowest-cost book
something that people have they never used the addition and have them flunk out, or
latched onto, and it's kind of al material.
give them the book and the
easier to tackle," said Charles
Yet a Zogby International materials that merits their
Schmidt, a NACS spokes survey found that 75 percent needs and have them get a
man. "It's been the issue to of professors nationwide ei return on their investment?"
show we're doing something ther "require or recommend Hildebrand said.
to make higher education ... that students buy textbook
Critics' arguments "don't
more affordable and acces packages that include the address quality, they don't
sible."
address efficiency, they don't
add-ons.
According to the GAO
Bruce Hildebrand of the address pass rates, retention
report, many textbooks now Association of American Pub rates, graduation rates," he
come "bundled" with sup lishers, which commissioned said.
plemental materials such as the Zogby study, said profes
This year, Minnesota,
workbooks, study guides, sors request that textbooks Oklahoma, Oregon and
CDs or online resources, be sold with the support Washington passed bills to
driving up the price.
packages to help students encourage un-bundling. Or
The jury is still out over who may be unprepared for egon's new law, for example,
whether the bundled materi a college workload. Hildeb requires publishers to give
als are necessary. A survey by rand added that complaints colleges the option of o rder
MassPIRG, the Massachu about bundling focus only on ing bundled items separate

lyOregon's law also orders
publishers to inform faculty
how often a book is updated
to help them decide whether
it is necessary to require stu
dents to buy the latest edi
tion, while Maryland's law
sets up a study to look into
the factors that drive up text
book prices.
Tennessee's and Washing
ton's laws require that col
lege bookstores inform pro
fessors of book prices before
the placing orders.
Tennessee also demands
that professors turn in their
textbook lists in a timely
manner; the less time stores
have to order books or stu
dents have to shop around
the pricier a textbook's final
cost.

»^r"
Hashemi, <
AASU's School of Compu
explained a prograi
designed to intercept seen
messages in electronical
transmitted data, whic
would also help governmei
entities rearrange the data i
order to destroy the origin
message before reaching i
intended audience.
, -n^Ce the CSRI progra:
ouse information ar
technology related to natioi
1 security, the center will 1
limited to authorized persoi
nel in the future.
However, some AASU sti
depts from the Criminal Ju
ee and Computer Scien
departments
get to stu(
rain for a career in cyb
6nS1
thr
uS' techn°logy or la
through the CSRI program.
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Savannah Bound:
Women in the Senate

Editorials &

Opinions

Winnie Walsh
Political Columnist

Shards of a glass box
It is like seeing some
thing come to life out of
a National Geographic
magazine; "it" being the
reality of what is going on
outside of our glass box
lives.
That glass box, which
keeps us safe but at the
same time only lets us see
so little of the world. And
when we finally do break
those glass walls we get
cut by the shards of real
ity, that reality being so
much more than we ever
realized; so much more
than a National Geo
graphic could ever detail.
I am your typical col
lege student; I enjoy
hanging out with my
friends, reading and do
ing origami. I work two
jobs and I go to school,
but it wasn't until this
past summer when I went
to Costa Rica for three,
weeks to do volunteer
work that I realized how
little I know about the
world around me.
I stayed with a host
family in a tiny town
called Atenas where a
church and a park marked
its center. Time stood
still in this town; nobody
was rushing to a business
meeting. The townspeo
ple were amazing; they
were always ready to give
you directions or to just
sit and chat for a while.
They were so oblivious
to their living conditions,

which consisted of paperthin walls and rusted tin
roofs. They were so happy
with their lives despite
their lack of common luxu
ries.
At lunchtime, the shops
would close, the normally
bustling market would
grow quiet, and the stu
dents would head home to
have a nice sit-down meal
with their families.
In America, we're so
caught up in fast food and
busy lifestyles that we've
stopped taking time out
to enjoy the moments we
could have with our family
and friends. The last time
I sat down to share a meal
with ray family was proba
bly Thanksgiving. I cannot
imagine having a sit down
meal everyday; I probably
would not even know what
to do.
As a volunteer, I worked
at a greenhouse with about
ten 70-80 year-old women.
You should have seen these
women. They did every
thing in the greenhouse
from hauling huge bags
of soil around to walking
down steep hills to gather
seeds. I tried to take the
load off them whenever I
could.
During the day I would
take time to roam around
town and take the scenery
in. There were houses with
holes in the walls to serve
as windows and pieces of
cloth to serve as curtains.

Sometimes, when I'd
pass by the houses and the
front doors would be open
I could peek inside and
notice there was no furni
ture. And in some homes
... would you believe there
would be only one room
where a family of four
slept? I thought of these
families and it brought to
mind my queen-sized bed
with way too many pil
lows, the clothes that are
busting out of my closet onto
my floor, and all of the furni
ture that doesn't fit in to the
amount of space I have in my
apartment.
The difference between At
enas and th e thriving tourist
cities in Costa Rica astounded
me. I, like many other tour
ists, expect certain amenit ies
when traveling abroad. On
the weekends, when I visite d
the other more flourishing
towns, I was the tourist that
ordered three pineapple milk
shakes. Why ? Because I am
greedy and I could afford it.
I was the person used to hav
ing a hot show er everyday so
I complain ed about the cold
showers. I was the Ameri
can that got dirty looks while
walking around with my digi
tal camera.
However, I realize that
getting out of the glass box
and getting cut by the shards
of reality was necessary. This
is real. This is reality.
Pria Abraham

"When the women of the
country come in and sit with
you ... you will get ability,
you will get integrity of p urpose,
you will
get ex
alted pa
triotism,
and you
will get
unstint
ed use
fulness." Eighty-seven yearold Rebecca Latimer Felton
of Georgia spoke those words
in her only speech delivered
in the United States Senate.
Lattimer's appointment
to the senate seat in I922 was
a symbolic gesture made by
the state of Georgia after her
husband, Senator Felton,
had died. She served for only
24 hours, but she made her
mark in history as the first
woman to hold a powerful
seat in government. Since
then, her prophetic words
have resonated in deeds by
women senators when called
upon to act on behalf of o ur
country.
Women in the senate have
cast votes to alter the course
of American history. In the
impeachment proceedings
concerning President Clin
ton two women republican
senators, Susan Collins and
Olympia Snow, joined other
democratic senators and
voted for acquittal.
Political laws cannot leg
islate morality; religious

prophesized, we wouldn't
be bogged down in Iraq:
senators like Barbara Mikulski, Debbie Stabenow, Patty
Murray and Barbara Boxer.
These four women were
among . the minority vote
of 23 that voted on Oct. 11,
2002 to abstain from mili
tary force against Iraq. As
Senator Mikulski said:
"America cannot face this
situation alone. The support
and cooperation of allies
would enable us to share the
risks and the costs. We need
international legitimacy, in
ternational support and in
ternational manpower."
The words of one of the
23 senators, Senator Daniel
Akaka of Hawaii, some five
years ago, seem almost like
those out of a Greek oracle:
"Great uncertainty sur
rounds the President's post
war strategy. Remember,
the day the war ends Iraq
becomes our responsibility;
our problem." Our United
States Senate is a power
ful mechanism of American
democracy. Our forefathers
studied the histories of many
countries and gleaned from
them a living constitution
that would enable amend
ments to be added as need
ed, for they knew that with
time comes change. When
women finally got the right
to vote, they should have
backtracked down constitu
tional lane and revisited the
17th amendment.

AASU nonProfiteers Scope
Kristy Kirkland

Guest Columnist

What could you accom
plish if someone approached
you with an offer to give you
an hour
HUMOR COLUMN
of
his
dedicat
ed time
and re
sources
to
be
Prof. Josef Glueber-Hass
caffeine dealer in my vicinity, times.
spent as
Guest Columnist/Cultural Analyst
The caffeine is a wonder you directed? If,for one hour,
which is most unfortunate. I
have gone to the Starbucks, ful thing to have. I think ev someone were willing to take
Dear Superior Peoples at but I did not feel at easiness eryone should have it a lot. over some of your responsi
with lots of busy people and I think that I get more done bilities and day-to-day tasks,
Home,
when I am taking caffeine. I what would you be able to do
their portable telephones.
I am altogether awares of
Iwenttootherhousesmade think that it is something that with the time? How would it
the new kinds of drugs that of coffee, but none made me we should probably give little feel?
Time is peculiar; fluid in a
my cronies and me take.
feel at easiness. Then I dis children, because then they
I like the Cokes, but not covered that I did not need would get more things done
the ones for diets. I take a caffeine dealer. I found and not be so preoccupied
weeds a lot, and I also am re lots of yummy drinks made with causing frustrations for
searching the biology depart out of liquids from reddened we adults.
The quantity of energy I
bulls, rock stars, and mon
ment for new acids.
But my new drug of pref sters. These gave me the caf posses currently is amazing.
erential treatment is actually feine I desired significantly. I am noticing it coming out Kwabena(Ben)Poku
Guest Columnist
These drinks that give me of me in very abnormal ways
very legal and available to
me substantially. Caffeine is large proportions of energy because there is so much of
One of the main factors
what I'm on about, my homie are very much what keeps it. My legs do not stop mov contributing to rising health
slice.
me moving throughout my ing even when I repose and care costs is medical malprac
I can get this supreme days. I have one in the morn my eyes blink themselves tice insurance premiums and
stuff in a lot of ways. It is ing for breaking fast, before with higher frequencies so subsequent lawsuits. Howev
primary in my coffee drinks, I go to classes. I have one that they can see more things
er, insur
but it is also able to be gotten during my allotted mid-day than they would normally if
ance preoutside of coffees. I love it. I meal break to wash down they were not supremely en
miums
can not get enough of it. The the delicious carbo-hydrated ergized by caffeine.
and law
suits are
caffeine makes my days go nutrition sticks that keep me With Sincereties and
relevant
super speedy and my nights full of vitamins and mineral. Brotherly Affections,
to pro
don't get disturbed by sleepi Then, if I'm feeling like a slug
tect both
I drink one more in the eve Professor Josef
ness.
health
I have not found a reliable ning before I begin my study Glueber-Hass
care providers and consum
ers with respect to account
ability and responsibility.
On the other hand, it is a
FUN FHCT5 ABOUT ARMSTRONG ATLANTIC STATE UNIVERSITY
catalyst to the rising cost
of medicine in our society
because health care pro
viders as well as consum
ers end up with the bill.
Through thedecades, some of
the basic strategies that have
been employed to contain
medical errors are putting in
?uwnv&
place policies in many facets
YEAHl
of patient care. These include
good manufacturing practices
and implementing cost effec
tive medical technology in
various health, care settings.
Health care settings such
as the public health facilities,
clinics, health care centers,

Correspondences

laws can. Our form of gov
ernment is unique. It pro
tects the public against a
president's human failings
and provides for the stabil
ity of the presidency. While
President Clinton commit
ted behavior in private not
fit for print, it did not war
rant removal from office.
On the rallying sound
bite cry of a "contract with
America," the Republican
Party gained majority con
trol in both houses of con
gress in the November I994
election. In I995, a Balanced
Budget Amendment bill was
introduced in the House of
Representatives. Under the
leadership of Newt Gingrich,
the newly elected Speaker of
the House, and the major
ity party incoming freshmen
(some of whom had never
previously held elected of
fice), the bill passed swiftly.
When the bill reached the
floor of the Senate, however,
a heated debate ensued. It
seemed the majority-party
republicans could not muster
the 2/3 vote needed to pass
along the bill in the form of
an amendment to the states
for ratification. Four women
senators voted against it be
cause the republican major
ity would not put in writing
that Social Security monies
would not be used to dig the
country out of a deficit that
had been escalating since
I970.
Perhaps if we had a few
more such women in the
Senate, like Ms. Felton

way that defies all of o ur at can have a delightful con
tempts at precise measure versation with someone who
ment. An hour can seem in lived through World War II
terminable if you're sitting (but they're getting scarce, so
through a veiy dry lecture. don't delay).
An hour from someone
If you're about to be parted
else
who is responsible and
from a loved one, a single
hour is cruelly short for a dependable would be an in
credible gift to' most busy
good-bye.
In one hour you can take a people; more welcome than a
test, drive completely across modest amount of m oney or
town outside of peak traf a gently worn pair of jeans.
fic times, organize a closet, As you think about what you
complete a short assignment could accomplish in an hour,
or even get in a good nap if multiply that by thousands of
you're so inclined. You can people, thousands of hours,
plant a small garden, help a and remember that this is
child finish his homework, what volunteers do everyday,
sort the cans in a pantry or every hour, one by one. If you
file that stubborn paperwork were to give just one hour per
that always manages to pile week to someone else, what
up by the end of the day. You could they accomplish?

Is technology eradicating medical errors?

fhat you probably didn't even know about and that may or may not be actually true
Though very few know about this, the AASU 'compass'
isn't even a compass at all. in reality, it is astack of
unthrown ninja stars, designed as both a symbol
and as a warning • wat ch your back.

It has been decided by th e university
administration to change the AASU symbol
2012 to something a little more relevant to
the 18-25 year old demographic. After
deliberation, they settled on a detailed portrait oi
television actress and cultural icon, Bea Arthur.
^Did you

AASU administration plans on selling Gamble to the US
'government as a holding compound for foreign
combatants,
"They believe that th(*fluoresr.ent f ighting, the severe lack of
amenities and the overall depressing look of t lte building will
make it m uch easier to bre3k the spirits of c aptured terrorists.

Ever w onder why there's a fresh*<•<«««•

In the foil semester of 2001, a
'Kool-Aid' during a lecture. An
broke in shortiy thereafter. He •<
several students were ser

Legal actions are still being levied against tire Kraft food Corporation.

w=.ii?

Of course AA5U is

blood banks and hospitals
have policies and procedures
in place to reduce medical er
rors. Reducing medical errors
must be a priority because
those errors leave psycho
logical and social scars, and
compound the skyrocket
ing cost of medical care. It
also contributes to several
lives lost and many more
error-related injuries. Re
search has linked many medi
cal errors to human error.
This can range from over
load of information, overwork
of health care workers, short
age of nurses, lack of appro
priate training and not imple
menting relevant computer
technology in the health field.
Some of the other sources of
medical errors are due to drug
miscalculations, discrepan
cies in medical histories and
prescription errors. Eradicat
ing medical errors needs a
careful analysis of the causes
of these errors and coming
up with the appropriate solu
tions.
Some of the methods in
reducing medical errors in
clude: ensuring that health
care
practitioners
stay
abreast with training; em
ploying more health care
workers to reduce overwork

ing; and using new commu
nication technologies to share
researched ideas. Health
institutions should also en
courage diversity to improve
decision making in all levels
of health care to ensure ad
equate checks and balances.
In conclusion, eradicating
medical errors can improve
patient care, reduce unnecessaiy injuries, save lives, re
duce malpractice insurance
premiums and reduce law
suits. It also provides a means
to exponentially reduce the
high cost of medical care and
induce trust between health
care consumers and health
care providers. It is a chal
lenge that can be met using
appropriate human resources
as well as applied comput
er science and technology.
The CDC has implemented
public health informatics to
combine information, com
puter science and technology.
That system is an ideal model
for all health care settings.
Other health care settings
such as hospitals and blood
banks are applying PDA's for
taking information and drug
administration. Information,
computers and technologies
should be our tools to eradi
cate medical errors.
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Sports Schedule
SEPT. 21 Volleyball vs. Lander 7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
SEPT. 22 Volleyball at Anderson (S.C.) Crossover

3:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. AASU Socc er vs. Georgia Southwestern State
SEPT.23 Volleyball at Anderson (S.C.) 3:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
SEPT. 24 Men's Golf a t Coker College Invitational
SEPT. 25 Men's Golf a t Coker College Invitational
SEPT. 27 AASU Soccer at Queens (N.C.) 6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
SEPT. 28 Volleyball at Francis Marion 7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

THE SAVANNAH DERBY DEVILS
nmtf'iv
A BAD EDUCATION - TEACHE
rirm

a#

kl

An introduction to
the world of roller
derby
Joseph C. Stevens
Staff Writer

The Savannah Derby
Devils made their fall-season 2007 debut on Satur
day Sept. 15, 7 p.m. at SuperGoose Sports in Savan
nah.
The opening night fea
tured live music from local
band Inner Sinn, two raffles
and an inflatable castle for
the younger kids. During
the game, the derby devils
even threw candy out into
the stands. The exhibition
match drew a large crowd,
leaving standing room
only.
The league was divided
up into two squads, the
teachers; who wore red at
tire, versus the students;
who wore white attire. The
action started at 7:00 p.m.
sharp.
There was eyeliner,
lipstick, long legs, little
wheels, fast skating, major
blocking, quick passing and
a lot of hard falling.
It was very exciting, even
though I did not know what
was going on at first. The
Derby Devils were skat
ing, fans were
cheering, ref
erees whis
tling,
cam
eras flashing,
announcers
broadcasting.
It was quite
an event with
the students
inevitably
becoming
the apprentices that beat
the masters, defeating the
teachers, 118 -111.
This sport is not for the
faint of heart or for the
"girly girl" that cannot take
a hit.

Illustration by Seth Vargas

She is aspiring to be a fifth
"It's not a matter of if
you get hurt, but a matter grade math teacher.
"After a bout, I find my
of when you get hurt," said
Katherine "Konjugal Visit" self jacked up on adrenaline
Arntzen, an AASU employee for the next four hours," said
and Savannah Alonso.
Another diva is Fear Abby.
Derby Devil.
" K o n j u g a l She's a fearsome blocker and
Visit" did not a writer for the Savannah
skate
dur Morning News, but don't
ing the bout, mention articles to her when
because
she she is out there representing
broke her arm her squad.
The ladies share a spirit
in a June derby
practice. She of competitive aggression,
hopes to re camaraderie and a twisted
turn for their sisterhood that only the roll
er derby can satisfy.
November bout.
I have received my bad
Kristen "Madam Meshugena" Alonso is another education degree from the
derby diva and is an AASU divas of the Savannah Derby
middle grades education Devils, and I look forward to
the Oct. and Nov. bouts.
student.

This sport is
not for the
faint of heart,
or for the
"girly girl"

Armstrong
Pirates Golf
in Full Swing
Jamison Dowd
Staff Writer

MEN'S GOLF
Blustery winds out of
the west accompanied the
AASU men's golf team as
they placed second in the
Kiawah Island Invitation
al.
The Pirates shot a twoday total of 579, just three
shots behind Oklahoma
Christian and five in front
of hosts USC Aiken.
It was the first collegiate
tournament for freshmen
Parker Gordon, Daniel
Mobley and Tanner Farr.
Both Gordon and Mobley
finished tied for 33rd along
with junior Mitch Baxley with a nine over score
of 153. Farr placed sixth
overall, shooting two con
secutive rounds of even par

to finish with a 144 total.
However, Junior Chris
Wolfe was the man to beat.
Wolfe blistered the compe
tition with a seven under
65 and followed that with a
four under 68 the following
day to capture his fourth ca
reer individual title.

WOMEN'S
GOLF
The Lady Pirates also
had their first tournament,
which was at Brook Mead
ows Golf Club in Anderson,
S.C.
Freshman Kristen Jelinek and Carrie George
were the low scorers for the
day. Jelinek tied for sev
enth with a two day total of
163, while George shot back
to back 80s to tie for third
place overall.

There are some people who are not aware the Coastal Empire even has a roller
derby league or even know how to play the game. For those people, here is:

Roller Derby 101
There are a total of 10 players, five from each team. The game works as
a series of races called "jams." Each team has four "blockers" who skate to
gether in a "pack" and one "jammer" who tries to break through and thus,
scores points.
Blockers try to stop the other team's jammer while helping their own jam
mer through the pack. Each jam lasts up to two minutes. The jam starts with
a whistle and the pack takes off. When the referee blows a second whistle,
the jammers take off.
The jammers sprint to catch up to the pack and work their way through.
The first jammer to pass all of her opposing skaters is named the "lead jam
mer," and she gains the privilege of calling off the jam before two minutes
are up.
When the jam is over, the officials calculate the score by counting the num
ber of t imes each jammer passes an opposing blocker legally. That is the short
and dirty version of Roller Derby that will kee p you from feeling left out when
observing the Derby Devils' next two bouts in Oct. and Nov.

Volleyball:
3-1 Lady Pirates Fall to West Georgia
Francisco Resto
Staff Writer

The AASU Women's Volleyball team received the West Georgia Wolves on September 11.
The Lady Pirates lost their fourth straight match to the Wolves (12-2).
The Lady Pirates found themselves in a hole after the first two games, as the Wolves started strong
(30-22 and 30-21). The Lady Pirates fought back in the third game to capture a 30-25 win, but lost in
the fourth and final game, 30-19.
West Georgia's freshman star, Jordan McDonald, led her team with 17 kills and collected 11 blocks.
For AASU, Sophomore Gwen Clard led the La dy Pirates with nine kills followed by Leah Kettl eson
and Nicole Yates with five.

RIGHT: Soph. Nicole Yates (5) sprawls forward to
make the pass.

Volleyball at UAH Invitational
ure kills with 13, while Ally- for AASU since an eightson Ray notched 11 kills and match losing streak in 1998.
Gwen Clarke added 10.
Pirates Split Matches
The AASU volleyball
AASU t hen took on West On Saturday, Sept. 15, AAsquad suffered a pair of loss Florida in the afternoon and SU's volleyball squad split
es at the UAH Country Inn & lost in three games to the Ar two matches of the UAH
Suites Invitational on Friday, gonauts, 30-20, 30-19, 30- Country Inn & Suites Invita
Sept.14, in Huntsville, Ala.
20.
tional in Huntsville.
The Pirates (3-11) faced
Sarah Schwanz led the
The Pirates (4-12) halted
Arkansas Tech in their first Pirates with seven kills its six match losing streak
match on Friday morning while Nicole Yates tallied 13 with a five-game win over
and took the first game, 30- digs and Hannah Segebart Valdosta State in Saturday's
24, but lost the next three, notched 15 assists.
first action, 31-33,30-24,30The Pirates are now in 25, 25-30,15-8.
30-24, 31-29, 30-27.
Junior Antje Reuleke led a the midst of a six-match
Freshman Brendyce Budd
trio of Pirates in double fig losing streak, the longest led the way with 15 kills,

Chad Jackson
Special to the Inkwell

Josh Rape

while senior Kassi Kixmiller
tallied career highs with 10
kills and eight blocks. Kara
Jerden tallied 27 assists and
digs. AASU then faced
the host Chargers of Alabama-Huntsville and fell in
hve games, 30-22, 24-30,
30-17, 28-30,12-15.
Juniors Allyson Ray and
^ntje Reuleke each tal- '
fied 14 kills to lead the Pi
rates, while Hannah Segea^~
n°tched 30 assists
and Reuleke added 19 digs.
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SOCCER:

COLUMN

No
coverage of
Atlanta's
loss
Jamison Dowd
Staff Writer

Quatoyiah Murry

Pirates thrash
Clayton State
Coach Faulcolner tucks another
win under his belt
Francisco Resto

Staff Writer

Armstrong hosted Clayton State in a match with plenty of thrills and spills. Both teams
opened PBC play in a clash of conference giants.
AASU q uickly took the lead in the seventh minute when midfielder Ashley Elam
whipped in a cross to Kristin Burton for a headed finish. The match was hotly contested,
and in the 29th minute Clayton star Olaitin Yusuf was ejected for retaliation after being
tackled in the box.
The Pirates found net again in the second half when Lyndsi Stridden struck a nearpost shot on the edge of the box for a 2-0 lead. A turn-around shot in the 73rd minute by
Kyndal Schaff expanded the lead, while Kristin Burton added another goal to her name
in the 79th. A maze-like run by Lyndsi Stridden culminated in the final goal in the dying
minutes for a 5-0 win.
The Lady Pirates played fluidly in the middle of the park and dominated the match
offensively with a 25-8 lead in shots. The expulsion of Nigerian international Yusuf also
played a part in AASU's win.
"Obviously when Yusef went off you know she's a big player and that changes the com
plexion of the game, but we did a good job of finishing it off," said Head Coach Faulconer,
who has his team improving with each performance.

Quatoyiah Murry

TOP: The Lady Pirat es soccer team played well
both offensively and defensively, in orde r to win
the match.

BELOW: It takes more than just great kicks to
win at soccer, it takes fast movement. The Lady
Pirates didn't let up on Clayton State.

For those of us who turned
to Fox around 1:00 p.m. Sun
day afternoon to watch the
Falcons play the Jacksonville
Jaguars, we found New Or
leans and Tampa Bay playing
instead.
The reason? Ticket sales.
According to NFL regula
tions a team has to sell out
a game in order to broad
cast nationally. Since Jack
sonville failed to sell out by
their Thursday deadline,
they missed out on a national
broadcast.
The game was aired in
Jacksonville. However, since
Savannah is a secondary
market and our television
signal would have conflicted
with Jacksonville's signal,
the game was not aired here.
Falcons fans didn't miss
much.
Jacksonville's defense was
the story of the day. They
held Atlanta to under 100
yards rushing and sacked
quarterback Joey Harrington
7 times.
Jacksonville's
passing
game had nearly a full 100
yards more than Atlanta.
Atlanta did manage to
score in the second off a run
from Warrick Dunn and kept
the 7-3 lead until the fourth
when Jacksonville scored
ten.
Atlanta's special teams
struggled all day. Kicker
Matt Prader missed two field
goals, one of which was from
only 26 yards out. He is now
1 of 4 in his first two games.
Hopefully, the Falcons'
first two performances aren't
a sign of h ow the season will
turn out, but more than likely
they are.

GEORGIA CAMPUS - PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE
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September 24-28

Monday, 24th
Live! Chef Juan Manuel
Rodriquez y Bustamante
Latin Dance Lessons
CAMPUS

Tuesday, 25th
Film Screening: "Volver"

Wednesday, 26th
iFiesta Day!

Thursday, 27th
Hispanic Flamenco Ballet

Friday, 28th
Latino Quiz Bowl

f v| Experience the

i J D.O. Difference
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w

Georgia Campus - Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine is dedicated to
educating osteopathic physicians who practice a whole-person approach to medicine.
With a "Doctor from Day One" philosophy, our students focus on preventive health care
and learn hoto to encourage the body's natural tendency toward good health.
The campus is conveniently located in Gwinnett County, just minutes from
downtown Atlanta.
GA-PCOM also offers a certificate program and master's degree in biomedical sciences:

JOIN US FOR OUR OPEN HOUSE!
'
OCTOBER 26 • 12-4 PM • GA-PCOM CAMPUS

For more information:
Contact the

Hispanic Outreach 8 Leade^a'^strong (HOLA)

w

^

Join fellow Armstrong Atlantic alumni at GA-PCOM.

melody.rodriguez@armstrong.edu
866-282-4544 • admissions@pcom.edu
625 Old Peachtree Road NW, Suwanee, GA 30024 • www.pcom.edu
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Calendar of Events
SEPT. 21-23 Gray's Reef National Marine Sanctuary's Oceanic Film Festival. Free admission. When: Movies start at 7 p.m. Where:

cs:

Trustees Theatre, Tybee Island Contact: 912.598.2345
SEPT. 23 Dept. of Art, Music and Theatre hosts the 9th Annual Southeastern Choral Arts Festival. General admission is $12. When:
7:30 p.m. Where: Fine Arts Auditorium Contact: 912.927.5381
SEPT. 23-30 Annual Savannah Jazz Festival. A whole week of international, local and national jazz. Free admission. When: Visit
www.savannahjazzfestival.com for schedule Where: Sept. 26: AASU Fine A rts Auditorium at 7 p.m. All oth er days: Downtown Savan
nah. See website for details. Contact: 912.675.5419
«
SEPT. 25 U.S. Green Building Council d iscussion about climate change issues. Free and open to the public. When: 5:45 p.m.-7 p.m.
Where: Second Floor of Wild Wing Cafe in City M arket Contact: www.coastalgreen.org

Deep sea
weekend
makes
waves
2007 Oceanic Film
Festival comes to
Savannah
Jim Muenckler
Staff Writer

Don't wait 'til "Midnight"
AASU Anointed Gospel Choir graces Fine
Arts Auditorium
its listeners to respond by Mary's "Yesterday." There
were also two notable songs
clapping along.
Staff Writer
»
The gospel choir contin sung by Shade Williams and
If you were not in the ued to interact with the audi Lorrie Lewis.
Fine Arts Auditorium to hear ence with the range of vocals
When the choir closed with
the voices of AASU's gospe l demonstrated by soloist Can- their last song, "The Best is
choir, you missed an inspira dace Jackson. Jackson sang Yet to Come," the members
tional event that was sure to the lead to "Midnight," and of the audience once again
motivate. The concert was an quickly heightened the emo stood to their feet in agree
energetic, charismatic dis tional state of the audience.
ment with the choir as they
play of young adults using
Tears flowed and hearts sang, "You ain't seen nothin',
their gift of si nging to reach seemed to break as Jackson you ain't seen nothin' yet!"
out with a message of hope.
Indeed, you have not seen
demonstrated her love for
As the choir sand "Faith gospel music.
everything until you have
ful is our God," the audience
Between songs there was seen the AASU Anointed
responded by rising to their an impressive praise dance Gospel Choir in concert.
feet in praise; it was one of by Kenethia Hutchins.
Until you have, the best is
those songs that demanded
Hutchins danced to Mary yet to come.
Stephanie Cooper

AASU's Gospel Choir performed in the
Fine Arts Auditorium.

Stephanie Cooper

9/11 Commemoration Ceremony at
University Hall Plaza
Rachel Hartmen
Photo Editor

Students, faculty and
staff joined together at
University Hall Plaza for a
9/11 commemoration cer
emony.
The ceremony began as
soloist Ashley Adams sang
the "Star Spangled Ban
ner," accompanied by the
AASU Wind Ensemble.
Many stood with hands
over hearts facing our
country's flag as the music
continued.
"Lest we forget about
9/11, today is the day we

remember the innocent that
died. To remember and hon
or those who lost their lives
trying to save others," said
Dr. McNeil, Vice President
of Student Affairs, as she sol
emnly addressed the crowd.
SGA Senator Kyle Godfrey
called the crowd to join him
in a moment of reflection
on the freedom we share as
Americans and to remember
the soldiers that pay the price
for our freedom.
Four chimes broke the
silence and two songs fol
lowed: "America the Beau
tiful" and "My Country 'Tis
of Thee," preformed by the

AASU Choir and Orchestra.
Dr. Zaphon Wilson—De
partment Head, Criminal
Justice, Social and Political
Science—closed the ceremo
ny by reading a portion of
"Inaugural Poem" by Maya
Angelou.
He read, "The Rock cries
out to us, clearly, force
fully, come, you may stand
upon my back and face your
distant destiny, but seek
no haven in my shadow...
You may stand on me, but
do not hide your face...."
After the ceremony, mem
bers of AASU's choir and or
chestra commented on the

event.
Chris Sather said he was
grateful to take part in the
ceremony.
"It is important that we
don't forget. Like [Dr. Wil
son] said in the poem, don't
hide your face, the Rock is a
place to stand on, not hide
under," Sather said.
"Sometimes it seems like
we shouldn't do stuff like
this because we are a small
university, but if small places
forget then it is going to hap
pen again," said choir mem
ber Kira White.

SGA. Senator Kyle Godfrey
read the following poem at the
9/11 Commemoration Ceremony.
"It is th e Soldier," written by
Charles M. Province, veteran of
the US Army.
It is th e Soldier, not the min
ister who has given us freedom
of religion.
It is the Soldier, not the re
porter who has given us free
dom of the press.
It is the Soldier, no t the poet
who has given us freedom of
speech.
It is the Soldier, not the cam
pus organizer who has given us
freedom to protest.
It is th e Soldier, not the law
yer who has given us the right
to a fair trial.
It is th e Soldier, not the poli
tician who has given us the right
to vote.
It is the Soldier who salutes
the flag, who serves beneath
the flag, and whose coffin is
draped by the flag, who allows
the protester to bum the flag.

Each year, Gray's Reef
National Marine Sanctuary
holds the Ocean Film Fes
tival. The festival is held
in downtown Savannah at
the Trustees Theater and
in the Old School Cafeteria
on Tybee Island. This year
the festival will be held Fri
day, Sept. 21 through Sun
day, Sept. 23.
The festival is free to
the public and is a great
opportunity to view some
of nature's awesome un
derwater creatures with
out getting wet. Several of
these films will be broad
cast in high definition so
the clarity of the images is
sure to leave a lasting im
pression.
The films range wide
ly in genres. The films
shown capture the beauti
ful coasts of Australia, the
underwater world off the
coast of Georgia, Gray's
Reef and even a surf film
produced by ESPN, which
takes a look at profession
al and independent wave
riders.
"'Sharkwater' is making
its U.S. Premiere in Savan
nah and it is just exciting,"
commented Gail Krueger,
Outreach and Communi
cations Coordinator for
Gray's Reef National Ma
rine Sanctuaiy. "Sharkwa
ter" is the festival's main
event. The film won nine
teen international film
awards and should a high
light of the festival.
The Ocean Film Festi
val begins Friday, Sept. 21
at 7 p.m. Saturday is the
only day the films are go
ing to be on Tybee Island.
The first viewing is at 6
p.m. and features a dive
film shot off the coast of
Egypt. The second film,
"Down the Barrel," is asurf
film, and is scheduled for
an 8 p.m. screening.
The last viewing is held
downtown on Sunday,
Sept. 23 starting at 10 a.m.
and running until 4 p.m.
If oceanic life captivates
you, check this festival out
even if it is just for an af
ternoon.
"This Festival is simply
to inform the community
of the beautiful ocean that
surrounds us all," Krueger
said.

courtesy Gray's Reef National
Marine Sanctuary
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Klima: A new voice in Paris Aicvie Keview
Erin O'Keefe
Staff Writer

"Tears always in the city,"
Angele David-Gillou sings in
a delicate yet somewhat de
feated voice, "And they nev
er seem to leave me alone."
These are the opening words
of the still widely undiscov
ered French musician Klima's self-titled debut album
recently released on the in
dependent label Peacefrog.
Though "Klima" is her
first solo effort, David-Guillou has previously recorded
and performed as part of the
French pop group Ginger
Ale while signed to Virgin
France. Classically trained
multi-instrumentalist DavidGuillou composed and pro
grammed her debut record
at home on her 8-track ma
chine. The humble settings
of the album's beginnings,
however, do not carry over
to the album's final cut as
one might think. In fact, just
one listen to "Klima" leaves
an impression of the highest
professionalism. This per
ception surely has much to
do with the album's talented
post-production engineer,
Guy Fixsen of Laika and the
Cosmonauts.
Placing Klima into a neat
ly labeled box of trip-hop,
alternative or some other
pre-established genre would
not accurately serve the mu
sic well. In Klima's case, the
music escapes the confines

of "norms." David-Guillou's
vocals are not quite so de
pressed as Beth Gibbons'
(Portishead) or Morrissey's,
and her vocals are conversely
not quite so harsh as Massive
Attack's or Tricky's. Klima's
sound, instead, consists
of a wholly unique style of
composition that sets off an
ephemeral, hypnotic aura.
There are some recogniz
able production techniques
reminiscent of contemporary
groups like Radiohead and
Air that are woven into select
tracks on "Klima." There are
some tracks with clicks >and
clacks and others with list
less, droning organ chimes.
The sounds of Klima's lav
ishly-layered vocals and
electronic instruments lure

listeners in with lush harmo
nies and leave them blissfully
lost from whatever place or
state of m ind they may have
come from.
"When I was sitting on my
sofa and looking at the cars
driving by, I quite often felt
like I was actually the one
moving," David-Guillou re
flects on her inspiration for
the first track on the album.
'"The City,"' she says, "is
about being on my own in
that flat and wanting some
one to be there with me." The
mood evoked by the tracks to
follow exists in a similar vein
of listless, nostalgic thought.
More information on Kli
ma can be found on Myspace
at
http://www.myspace.
com/coiltactklima.

courtesy popmatters.com

"Mr. Woodcock" is stiff and predictable

courtesy Myspace

Jacqueline Lawrence
Staff Writer

"Mr. Woodcock" is sur
prisingly full of references
to the male member.
Wait...scratch that. "Mr.
Woodcock" is predictably
full of references to the
male member. Very thinly
veiled references sprinkled
with "I'm doing your mom"
jokes. Yet another cookiecutter film that is so agoniz
ingly formulaic it's difficult
coming up with any feelings
toward the movie at all.
John Farley (Seann Wil
liam Scott) was once a rath
er corpulent child picked
on by his evil gym teacher,
Mr. Woodcock (Billy Bob
Thornton). John grows up
to be skinny and find suc
cess thanks to his self-help
book "Letting Go: Getting
past your past." Everything
is great until he finds out his
mother, Beverly (Susan Sarandon), is going to marry

Vinnie's: a great Crossword
place to 'gogo'
Katie Staley
Staff Writer

Pizza as Americans know
it has often been attributed
to the Italians, but the origi
nal pizza is said to be the an
cient Greeks' invention.
A flat bread-like "pizza"
was originally enjoyed plain
before being accompanied
by herbs and oils. It should
be noted to all the poor and
pizza-loving students that
peasants commonly enjoyed
this pizza bread.
Later, pizzas were deco
rated with tomato sauce,
which is now the main ingre
dient. Before the Spaniards
introduced tomatoes in the
1500s, the Greeks thought
they were poisonous. The
pizza trend soon caught on
among royalty when Queen
Margherita visited Italy and
saw the peasants eating this
bread. The Queen fell in love
with the bread and a chef was
asked to make a special pizza
for her; he used mozzarella,
tomatoes and fresh basil to
represent the colors of the
Italian flag. Pizza was born.
Today, the best pizzas are
accredited to New York City
(Brooklyn especially) and
Philadelphia. After all, New
York had the first pizzeria in
the United States. But most
cities have a plethora of piz
zerias. Downtown Savannah
has Vinnie Van G0G0 s; our
very own New York-style
pizza place situated on the
outskirts of City Market.
If you want to enjoy a slice
of pizza, a calzone or a salad,
Vinnie's is the place. Not only
is the food delicious, but also
the prices are reasonable.
Two people causally dine for
$15-20. Most of the dining at
Vinnie's is outdoors to allow
customers to enjoy the great
weather that Savannah (usu ^
ally) has to offer. vinnies
patio view includes City Mar
ket, local hotels, and Frank
lin Square (in which a Hai
tian Monument is now being
constructed.)
Since it's located in SCAD s
center, students work there
and frequent the restaurant,

ACROSS
Paulo, Brazil
Mimic
Casual matriarch
Hanoi holiday
Golfer Ernie
Ho or Pardo
Fruit juice drink
Gabor sister
Paving
substance
19 Kinder
21 Makes complete
again
23 Slit
25 Christmas
employees
28 Affectedly shy to
the max
29 Slender nail
31 Elev.
32 Audition
33 Needle case
35 Hair-raising
37 Gratifying
40 Cost
43 Sets up
44 Norwegian
capital
48 Long, long time
49 Automobile
pioneer
51 Second of two
mentioned
53 Team back up
again
55 Get too thin
57 Wrong date
59 Envision
61 Leftover
64 Abbr. for a
business
65 Novelist Kesey
66 Elver's parent
67 This minute!
68 Acquired
69 TV spots
70 Parched
71 B'way theater
sign
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as well as motorcyclists and
tourists. Though being out
doors is generally rewarding,
one also has to consider truck
exhaust fumes, the loud roar
of mo torcycles and the occa
sionally poor weather. Dur
ing the winter, plastic drapes
are pulled down and heaters
are installed to fight the cold.
Parking is also very limited
downtown, mostly due to
construction.
If you are willing to wait
(usually around 30 minutes),
you will n ot be disappointed
with Vinnies' food. Their
pizza is not just pizza; it is
a thin, deliciously flavored
crust called "Neapolitan."
In fact, a single slice hangs
off both ends of your plate,
and a whole pizza might cov
er your whole table, making it
difficult to eat. But it's worth
trying. With 20 toppings to
choose from, the picky eater
is sure to find something to
satisfy his or her taste buds.
For those trying to avoid
breads, a spinach salad
topped with mushrooms,
onions, olives, feta and pep
pers, splashed with home
made oil and vinegar dress
ing is a delicious option. Or
splurge and all of the yummy
toppings can be stuffed into
a calzone for a twist on the
original pizza. To wash down
your pizza, there are over 20
kinds of beers as wellas wine,
soda and tea.
Vinnie Van GoGo's is a
great place to go for a casual
evening with friends or fam
ily and is located only min
utes away from the beautiful
Savannah riverfront in the
heart of downtown Savaiinah.

DOWN
1 Bering or Ross
2 Gore and Hirt
3 Fish-eating
hawks
4 Adjusts to fit
5 Contaminated
6 Keyboard key

** 2 out of 5 stars
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unavailable for the three
weeks of re-shoots that pro
ducer David Dobkin ended
up directing. A re-shoot this
extensive should speak vol
umes about the quality of
the film, or at least what the
studio thought about it.
"Woodcock" ends up be
ing just plain vanilla—noth
ing exciting, but it certainly
didn't make me want to claw
my eyes out with a rusty
spoon. The best thing about
it is its brevity; at a scant 95
minutes it certainly doesn't
overstay its welcome. But
really, after 95 minutes of
"I'm known for my meat,"
and "Woodcock's banging
your mom?!" the well kind
of runs dry.

Woodcock. Naturally, the
only course of action is to
forget the feel good rhetoric
he's been spouting in favor
of some good old-fashioned
hair-brained schemes to
break them up.
Scott does a fairly decent
job scrounging up sympa
thy for such a hypocritical
character, and he does pos
sess some comedic timing.
Thornton seems stuck in
this role ofthe loveable dickhead, but at least he plays it
well. Sarandon is a little out
of place in the film, if only
because she's so good. Amy
Poehler, as the alcoholic
agent, delivers the most stel
lar bits—most of which were
shown in the trailer.
The biggest sin "Mr.
Woodcock" commits isbeing
directionless, which is hard
ly surprising considering the
trouble the film had during
its production phases. Craig
Gillespie directed the prin
cipal photography, but was

7

Rated PG-13 for crude
and sexual content, themat
ic material, language and a
mild drug reference.
95 minutes
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7 Three travelers
of yore
8 Port on the
Black Sea
9 Mossbunker
10 1962 satellite
11 Night before
12 Black goo
18 Apostate
20 X on a sundial
22 Medicated spray
device
23 Dramatic division
24 "William Wilson"
author
26 Ring king
27 Sault
Marie
30 "The Avengers"
star Diana
34 Chance to play
36 Conceit
38 Lincoln's location
39 Hawaiian, e.g.
40 RPM part
41 Fish eggs
42 Tissue necrosis
45 Pollen producers
46 Tennis do-over
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47 Product to mine
50 Handled the
intros
52 With venom
54 Wee hour
56 Bellowed like
Bossy
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58 Egg producers
59 High-fiber fruit
60 Lennon's .
lover
62 Postal motto
word
63 A couple
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AASU ANNUAL
SPADES Tournament
Friday
September 28, 2007
University Dining Room
6 PM
Sign up by
September 27,
2007
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Classifieds
For Rent
Two rooms for rent in private home,
$400.00/month for each room, share
a bath, utilities & Internet included.
Fifteen minutes from Armstrong
912.661.3791
Room for Rent on Wilmington Island,
personal references required, 1 room
with closet and private adjacent bath
room. Include all utilities and cable
included, no phone. F urnished with
Full bed and TV and other furniture,
Private pool. $600/month please call
912.897.9211

For Sale
For sale- 2 bedroom 1 bath condo
on southside. J ust $87,900. Totally
updated, must see! 245 holland drive,
#2.24 hour info call 1.800.311.9525
ext 12

More space! Less money! Brand new!
Never occupied! Maintenance free! Great
storage! - 3BR, 2.5 BA townhomes -sale
or lease- $152,900+-Call 912.925.0864
or 912.313.7788. Visit

Toucan Cafe and
Sweet Potatoes restaurants are

^ j

DELICIOUS every time!

912.629.2700
For Sale-128 Davidson Ave
OffWhite Bluff. Updated 3bed/2 bath,
great room w/ fireplace. Private back
yard with pool. $129,000.
For Sale or Rent- 64 Knollwood Cr
Large 1 bed & 11/2 bath condo on
SS. All appliances including
W/D. Quiet community w/ Pool.
$84,900 or $675/month + deposit.
For Rent- 24EWelwood
OffWhite Bluff. Like new 3
bed/2bath w/ den. All appliances
including W/D and microwave.
$1,150/month-i- deposit.

Heritage Square
Apartments
Ask About Our Student
Specials
912.925.0374
ONE MONTH'S FREE RENT

Advertise in The Inkwell
through classifieds

•Pricing Starting At $600.00
•5 Minutes From Campus
•Spacious 1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
•Swimming Pool *Fitness Room
•Sauna

Contact Sara Walden at
inkwelladvertising@gmail.com or

•Dishwasher -W alk In Closets

912.927.5351

-Available with Laundry Connections

Puuc& (40vOv ApMht
y\Jiik jilt- 9(AiAielt
(Online Ads Coming Soon - www.theinkwellonline.com)

11935 Abe rcom Street
Savannah. Georgia 31419
912.927.5351

Sara Walden
inkwelladvertising@gmail.com

cuisine? >

Signature Properties
Savannah

www.yorktownplace.com See 2 mode!
homes at 400 Tibet Ave.

First-day run/non-consecutive'
$5.00 each
Additional consecutive issues
$4.00
*20 words or less. Extra words 20 cents per
word, per issue, must be paid inadvance by
check

Southern

Brittny Magulias
brittnyads@gmail.com

Lizzie is happy-go-lucky, intelligent, extremely social, and
loves life! She has some basic leash and obedience
training; she walks well on a leash and know sit. She has
been at the the Humane Society for 7 months and is
ready to start a new life with you!

Call 912.354.9515
http://www.humanesocietysav.org/
Adoption fee of $ 125 includes the following:Temperament testing,
Heartworm Testing, Distemper / Parvo-virus vaccination and
Bordetella vaccinations, Heartworm prevention, General dewormerfor
intestinal parasites, Spayed, & Microchip identification
Free Veterinary exam, 10 day health guarantee.

